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as	and should in any case be such that the amplitude
of the angular oscillation does not exceed two electrical de-
grees.1'    An electric degree means of course ^-^th part of the
distance, the passage of which by the armature corre-
to one electrical cycle.   It becomes therefore a matter
of	to see tow the one form of computation can be
turned into the other.   A good deal depends naturally on the
at which the speed variation rises and falls, but for a suffi-
ciently	approximation it may be taken as a sine or cosine
curve.   Then the angular velocity cd may be written as equal
to
a-j-6 cos cd.
Where 6 is the angle the crank has moved through, a is the
value of the angular velocity, and b is its maximum
variation from the mean, so that the speed oscillates between
(a-f-6) and (d — 6). If c be unity this oscillation occurs once
in a revolution, but if c=2 then it occurs twice, and so
on.
Had & been zero the angle through -which, the crank had
moved at any time t would have been given by the expression
at ; if this be called B0 it would follow that —
i(0— 0 )==& cos c&
at
As5 however, the variation in angular velocity is always smaJl
it suffices to write at for & in the right hand term, in wMch case
~.(9—0o)=b cos cat
dt
or	6— Q .=— . sin ca£
ca
Mid tibe maximum angular variation of the crank from one
m€>viBg mifannfy at angular velocity a would be equal to
6.
— .»
c»
H, for example, c=l &nd — = — the expression eauals -—
a     200*	r	*    •  200
or 0-28 degrees, which therefore is the angle by which
tfa© real mmk leads 01 kgB on the imaginary crank.

